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Abstract 
In this study, a model is established in the framework of 
fuzzy project network by team approach under the 
consideration of uncertain resource demand and the 
budget limit In order to solve such model, the model is 
transformed into a classical linear program formula and its 
results show that the cause-effect relations of insufficient 
resources or over due of the project can be identifed for 
bener management. 
1. Introduction 
Project management is an important technique to help a 
project manager to plan, execute, and control his projects. 
No maner researchers paid attention on the goal of 
ininiinizing project duration [3][5][7] or on the goal of the 
minimum project cost [2][8] in certain condition, their 
approaches neither consider whole resources nor the 
precedence of delivery and capacity constraints which 
projects need simultaneously. There are the same 
problems in uncertain condition by using fuzzy linear 
programming [61 and fuzzy dynamic programming [41. 
Although Wang and Fu [9] have developed a model lhat 
minimizes the total project cost when above constraints 
are taken into considerations, their model only works in 
certain condition. 
Since in large-scale, long-term projects, resource 
demands and the total budget are difficult to precisely 
estimate, the objective of thrs paper is to control uncertain 
demands and budget in project management by team 
approach so that the total cost can be minimized. Hence, 
in Section 2 we consider the fuzzy model by team 
approach. Then, in Section 3 a solution procedure is 
proposed that transforms the model into a form of linear 
program so ihat it can be solved by the existing methods 
An example is illustrated in Section 4 and conclusions are 
given in Section 5. 
2. Fuzzy Model By Team Approach 
In project management, there are uncertainties 
embedded in both the resource demand of the project 
activities and the total budget of the project. Under such 
environment we are interested in determining Uie optimal 
allocation resources such that the tolal project cast is 
minimized. 
First, from an organization point of view, a company 
normally has its own organization structures in manpower 
and resources. For example, a production company may 
equip each machine with two operators who need Jour 
units of material A and six units of material B per hour to 
produce the required amount of products. Therefore, we 
can represent a team as a unified propoltion of operators, 
material, and money. By dividing these resources into two 
categories of reusable (such as operator, machine) and 
exhaustible (such as money, material) resources with a 
certain standard ratio, we can define the capacity of a team 
as the total units of the standard ratio consumed by the 
team within the project time horizon. This team approach 
can reduce the complexity of modeling from decreasing 
the items of resources of a project. Also, by considering 
the slandard ratio as a basic unit of resources, we can 
easily estimate how many units of resources an activity 
requires. 
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Second, before executing a project, ContractS nonnally 
are made on the employers and the required maclines, 
materials, and facilities for whole project. If there is any 
reusable resources such as employers or machines that 
have had contncts or been bought but without been 
assigned any task within some parts of project time 
horizon, the person normally still gets pay and the 
machine is idle. Therefore, how to allocate resources 
efficiently by team approach i s  very impoltant To 
measure the efficiency, we consider the costs of operation 
and maintenance (O&M), loading (resource 
transportationj, penalties of waiting and inmEcient 
resources on each activity of a project: the less the cost, 
the more is the efficiency of a project. 
Hence, considering a project we have definitions as 
below. 
Definition 1: A ham is an organintion unit with a 
standard ratio of reusable and e.xhaustible resources. 
Definition 2: An available team of a project is a team that 
can be assigned to the project. 
Definition 3:  An active team is an available team that has 
been assigned to the project. 
Definition 4: A firncfional ream on an arc of a project 
network is an active team that performs the assigned task. 
Definition 5 :  A waiting team on an arc of a project 
network is an active team that is idle within a certain 
activity time. 
Definition 6:  A principle arc is an arc of a project 
network, which is allocated by more than one active team 
of the project. 
Definition 7: A vital arc is an arc of a project network, 
wtuch is allocated by all active teams of the project. 
Definition 8: A parh of an active team is a sequence of 
activities assigned to the team of a project. 
Definition 9: An exhaustible resource is a kind of 
resources that dimhushes after used, such as material. 
Definition 10: A reusable resource is a land of resources 
that can be used again during the time horizon of the 
project. such as manpower, equipment. 
A manager may describe the supplied resources as 
"essentially equal to" ( Z  j its estimated demand or the 
total cost as "essentially smaller than or e q d  to'* (2 j the 
budget limit respectively under unceltain condition. In 
addition, since the amount of demands is uncertain, its 
sum may exceed the total amount of resources supplied by 
all teams, and tlius may cause insutficient resources for 
the project. 
Hence, by taking this uncertavlty into account and when 
the precedence of delivery and capacity constraint are 
considered, we have Model I as below that describes 
above situation of resource allocation of a project. 
Model I 
". 
F I  
nl 
2 l , V i , j  E N (8) 
_I 
z, 2 b, (9) 
X ~ , ~ ~ : , ' { O , ~ } , L , , Q ~ I : O , ~ ~ , J E N , ~ E ~ . ~ .  
N = { 1 , 2 ; . . , ~ , } , M  = {1,2;..,n,} 
where n, : the number of nodes. n, : the number of teams. 
4: the demand of arc (i-j). b, : the limit of a project's 
budget. : the cost of operation and maintenance of 
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teain Y at arc (ibj). ci2 , the penalty cost of waiting team 
Y at a x  (i-j). c;, : the loading cost of team va t  arc (i- 
j). c14 : the penalty cost of insui3cient resources at arc (i 
-j). k,: the capacity of team v. L,: an artificial variable 
which represents the amount o i  insufkient resources at 
arc (i-j). 0,' : the units of resources carried by team v at 
arc (i-j). x,:: activity (i-j) is allocated to team v 
( x,' =1) or not ( x,; =O). ql" : the resources demand by 
activity (i-j) are supplied by team v (yJ"=l) or not 
( KJ"=O).  Z,. the objecuve value of Model I 
Since the resources are discrete, by defining 
Y 
is the Kh resource demand of activity (i-j) with the degree 
of possibility a,. Similarly, allowing budget to be exceed 
by R2 amount of  money onR, ="Z, 2 b , " ,  with the 
I -, 
principle of "the less the budget, the better is the project", 
we can use the triangular membership function to describe 
it. 
If cy'-", then, we have the following observations from 
the concept o f  the Big M method [l]: (1) if (x*,O) is an 
optimal solution of Model 1, then I* is also an optimal 
solution of Model 1 without artificial variables (LJ.  (2) if 
(x*,L*) is an optimal solution af Model 1 where L*#O, 
then there is no feasible solution for Model I when 
artificial variables are omitted. Therefore, if we obtain an 
optimal solution ofModel  I wilh L,#O for any activity (i 
-j), then the activity (i-j) is under insufficient conhtion; 
otherwise, we have sufficient   condition with optimal 
solution where L;O,E ij. From this information, a 
manager will know when and which activity requires 
additional resources. 
3. A Solution Method 
Since L, in Model 1 indicates the amount of insufficient 
resources, the less its value is the better of a project. By 
applying the concept of the Big M method, we let c,,,-m. 
Now, let us use a -Cut set to m s f o r m  the model. At iirst, 
the type of fuzzy demands is discrete, its relation between 
the amount of cany and demand must satisfy all of its 
possible demands. nu let 
d,; =max{d,,,d,,;..,d,,,} denote themaximalvalue 
of the possible resource demands at activity (i-j), 
Ql 5 Xxd, in Model I can be changed into 
0,; < X,'d,;. Second, the lowest satisfactory level of all 
possible demands would be expected to be as large as 
possible. This leads to the relation 
a - a,, D, 5 0 (where D, is a 0-1 variable) and 
objective function of maximizing the satisfactory gradea 
of  the project. Third, since the budget limit is b, which is 
allowed to be exceed 2, we can use a -Cut set to 
k 
transform its membership function into 
Therefore, Model 1 becomes Model 2 
M e r  transformation, Model 2 has 3 $ n ,  
+q2 k+$ +1 variables and 2 q2 n,+j n, + 12, n, +n1+3 
constraints. The model can be solved by an existing 
software package such as STORM. A manager can obtain 
2 
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his maximal satisfactory level under either the insufficient 
resource condition presented by L,>O in ModeI 2 ; or the 
wansform its membership function into 
bl + rg2 . Therefore, Model 1 becomes Model 2 . 
do; the Kh possible demand of arc (iej) .  
d,; : the maximal value of possible demand of arc (i 
-J). 
D,: the Kh demand is satisfied ( D p l )  or not 
(D,,=O). 
a I :  the membership grade of the Kh possible 
demand of arc (i-j). 
a : the satisfactory grade of the project. 
After transformation, ModeI 2 has j 4 n2 e such. 
4. A Numerical Example 
We use the Same e.xample of Wang and Fu 191 to 
illustrate the proposed models where the resource 
allocation problem in fuzzy environment is 
considered. 
Case: A company needs to accomplish a project with 
a budget "essentially less than or equal to 
$1,021,000" . Suppose that there are only 4 available 
teams whch are denoted by 5' ;..,vi with ci3 
$10000, $12000, $13000, $12000 respectively at the 
beginning of project I and within the project horizon 
each team can only carry 3 units of resources in 
which each unit represents a standard ratio of 
manpower, material, and equipment. Each activity 
time, uncerrain demand of resources, operation and 
maintenance cost, penalty cost, precedence of the 
project and the uncertain budget limit are listed in 
Tables 1 & 2 
Then, under uncemin resource demand of each 
activity, how many teams with which paths should be 
assigned, so that the resource demands and 
precedence of the project network can be satisfied 
with its network shown in Figure 1. 
sufficient resource condition by L,=O. We use ai example 
to illustrate this case in the next Section. 
with the minimum total cost? 
Table 1: The Data of Time & Demand 
Table 2: The Cost Data 
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Cm,,:$96;TC=$1 160; Objective Functiona =.537 
The solutions of Model 2 are shown in Table 3. 
We can observe that L,~,8=l>0 which means the 
insufficient resource occurring at activity 6- 8. 
Under this situation, the maximal satisfactory level 
is ,537, and its total project cost will increase to be 
$1,160,000 for the reason of penalty costs of idle 
team and insufficient resource. Hence, the manager 
must reassign one team to activity 6-8 before its 
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.3,($26,$12) 
1 
: denotes an arc of the critical a,b: denote activity time “a” and 
demand resources “b” path. 
* : denotes a real arc ($ - ,Sf )  denote operation & 
of the project. maintenance cost 
“e” and penalty cost of idle 
team “f’. : denotes a dummy arc 
of the project. 
.. 
me unit of monetzy is $1,W 
Figure 1 : The Project Network of the Illustrated Example 
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